
SUPPLY LIST

Once primer is dry, it’s time to tape off the color black pattern. Mark the wall 
where you want the top lighter color and darker bottom color to hit. Using a 
level and a pencil, draw a thin line to guide you. Next, apply painter’s tape 
to the line. 

To block the old dark paint color, apply 1 coat of KILZ® 3 Premium (stirring 
thoroughly before and occasionally during use) to the walls and allow to dry. 
Apply primer using a brush first to “cut in” around the edges, then use a roller to 
fill in.

Tape around the baseboards and moldings with painter’s tape to ensure you 
don’t get primer or paint where you don’t want it! 

Wipe down walls with a damp cloth to ensure they are clean and free of dust. 
Allow to dry.

Starting with the lighter color for the top half of the wall (in this case KILZ 
Complete Coat® in White Wing), apply using the same application method as 
the primer (using a brush first to cut in around the edges 4 to 6 feet at a time, 
then use a roller to fill in those sections before moving along). Remove the tape 
before the paint is fully dry.

Once the paint is dry, reapply the tape so the bottom edge is even with where 
the White Wing paint ended (essentially making sure the darker bottom color 
meets exactly where the lighter color stopped!). Then apply KILZ Complete 
Coat® in Orange Crush to the bottom half of the wall using the same application 
method as before (using a brush first to cut in around the edges 4 to 6 feet at a 
time, then use a roller to fill in those sections before moving along).

Remove the painter’s tape before the orange paint is fully dry, and you’re done! 
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Always remember to refer to our website kilz.com or product back labels for 
additional information on which primer is right for your project and detailed 
instructions on how to apply our products.

NURSERY DIY PROJECT

PRIMER HIDES DARK COLORS 

□ Primer: KILZ® 3 Premium

□ Paint: KILZ Complete Coat®

• Walls (top) – White Wing LJ260 
• Walls (bottom) –Orange Crush LB200-02 

□ 3/8”-1/2” Nap Paint Roller □ Can Key

□ Stir Stick

□ Pencil

□ Level

□ Paint Brush 

□ Drop Cloth

□ Tape

□ Damp Cloth




